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About This Game

Welcome to Range Royale!

Enter your personal practice arena - a solo experience designed to challenge your shooting skills while testing and improving
reflexes. Range Royale is designed by the esports professionals at Gamer Sensei to help you win more in any game where

shooting skill matters.

Range Royale Early Access Edition Includes 5 Game Modes

Practice at the Target Range
Improve your accuracy, timing, and target-to-target transition in this classic shooting range mode. Center-mass bullseyes and

headshots give more points. Rounds are timed and scored to provide feedback on your accuracy.

Speed Your Way to Success
Nail as many disc targets as you can. Miss? Round's over. Take too long? Round's over. Run out of time? Round's over. This

mode is an unforgiving test of your rapid-fire shooting skills, trigger control, and target recognition speed. Get good on this and
Battle Royale firefights will be your oyster.

Get Good Against Bots
A series of automated opponents spawn across the range, increasing the challenge level. To help you map this to your favorite
BR game, these bots engage in realistic enemy behaviors, including, dodging, taking advantage of cover, and firing back. Get

good at focusing your fire on armored opponents so you’ll be ready for your next final-10 firefight!
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Ready for a Challenge?
Try our Zombie attack mode. Vulnerable only to headshots, wave after wave of Zombie opponents swarm your position. Defeat

as many as you can before they reach out and touch you. This mode combines rapidly increasing enemy spawns with limited
target zones to put even the most elite skills to the test.

Death from a Distance
Take on pop-up targets and roving AI as you work on your long-distance shooting skills on our Sniper Range. Learn to place
your shots on moving, dodging targets at multiple distances and difficulties. Next time you find that great scope be confident

that you can reach out and touch someone no matter how far away!

Range Royale Early Access Edition Also Includes

Four Weapons

M9 Pistol

M416

Micro-Uzi

SKS

Kar98k

3 Weapon Attachments

Iron Sights

Red Dot Sight

Holographic Sight

2x Scope

4x Scope

8x Scope

3 Ammo Modes

Unlimited Ammo (available in Target and Speed Shooter modes)

Extended Mag

Standard Mag

Coming Soon

While Range Royale is in Early Access our primary focus is on addressing player feedback and tuning what’s in the game. At
the same time we’ll be hard at work on new features for upcoming releases including:
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Armed Assault
Work on your close-quarters chops in this specially-designed range that simulates common in-game battle scenarios. Be

prepared next time you turn a corner into enemy fire!

More Weapons, Scopes & Mods
We’ll be adding more weapons, scopes, and mods over time as part of weapons packs. Some will be included in the core Range

Royale bundle while others may be separate purchases. Give us your feedback to help us choose the next weapons to add.
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Title: Gamer Sensei's Range Royale
Genre: Action, Early Access
Developer:
Gamer Sensei
Publisher:
Gamer Sensei
Release Date: 17 Sep, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 64-bit Windows 7, Windows 8.1, Windows 10

Processor: Intel Core i5-4430 / AMD FX-6300

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 960 2GB / AMD Radeon R7 370 2GB

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 6 GB available space

English
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These aim trainers are pointless unless you have no ideal how to generally aim, The issue with these aim trainers is that the bots
never play like online players, Some of the games your trying to train for have crouch spam and some have a fast strafing and
other games focus on upclose jumpshots and there is not a single bot here that was program to give you these kinda of drills,
This game only trains you to flick and does a poor job with tracking and range drills and the bots are so basic they cant possibly
interrupt your flow of aiming like real players.
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